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I. ABSTRACT
This paper develops a framework to study multi-hop relaying in a vehicular network consisting of
vehicles and Road Side Units (RSUs), and the effect of this relaying on the network coverage and the
communication delay. We use a stochastic geometry model that consists of a combination of Poisson Line
Process (PLP) and 1D Poisson Point Process (PPP) to reliably characterize the vehicular network layout
and the locations of the vehicles and the RSUs. Using this model, we analyze the effect of the different
network parameters on the coverage provided by the RSUs to the vehicles. Then, we investigate how the
uncovered vehicles can receive their intended packets by relaying them through multiple hops that form
connected paths to the RSUs. We also analyze the delay introduced to packet delivery due to multi-hop
relaying. Namely, we present results that illustrate the coverage gains achieved through multi-hop relaying
and the delays induced. Such results could be used by network planners and operators to decide on the
different configurations and operational parameters of the vehicular network to suit particular scenarios
and objectives.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a vehicular network that consists of RSUs and vehicles communicating on a typical
geographical area containing roads. Since in most areas, the roads’ layout is a set of straight and randomly
orientated lines, we model these roads’ locations as a motion-invariant Poisson Line Process (PLP) Φl [2]
with a line density ρ. The lines of PLP can be represented by two parameters. The first one is the distance
yn ∈ [0,∞) for n = {1, 2, 3, etc}, which represents the perpendicular projection (or simply the distance)
from the origin o to the nth nearest line Ln. The second parameter is the angle θn ∈ [0, 2π) between the
x-axis and yn measured in a counterclockwise direction (check Figure 1). When the angles of the lines
have a uniform probability measure on (0, 2π], the PLP is motion-invariant. We denote the density of the
equivalent Poisson Point Processes (PPP) of Φl on a 2D space S = [0, 2π)× [0,∞) as λl =
ρ
pi
. On each
road Ln, i.e., on each line from the PLP, we use two independent 1D PPP Φrun and Φvn with respective
densities λru and λv to model the RSUs and the vehicles locations, respectively. The RSUs are the service
providers for the vehicles, i.e., they are the transmitters, and they are connected to each other through
backhaul links [3]. Although, we are studying the downlink performance, it is worth mentioning that due
to the channel reciprocity and the considered Tx parameters for the RSUs and the vehicles, the uplink
performance is the same as the downlink. If we assume that the vehicles are transmitting according to a
probability p1, we obtain on each line n a 1D PPP Φvtn with a density p1λv representing the locations of
the vehicles currently transmitting, which follows from the independent thinning on each Φvn [4]. Also,
consistent with the literature (e.g. [5]) we assume that the sent signals experience Rayleigh fading with
mean 1/µ.
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2Fig. 1: Zoomed view of the vehicular network.
We study the average network performance at a typical vehicle (observation point) vtyp found on the
origin o, and served by the nearest RSU. According to Slivnyak’s Theorem [4] and the stationarity of the
considered model, we can translate the model so that the typical vehicle falls on the origin of the network.
The translated model can be treated as the superposition of the PLP with an additional line (L0) passing
through the center Φl0 = Φl ∪ L0, and then adding an additional vehicle vtyp (the observation point) to
the 1D PPP Φvt0 falling on this L0 [6][2]. We note that by adding L0, we have automatically added Φru0 ,
which is reasonable, else we would be assuming that vtyp cannot connect to RSUs on the same road. A
representation of this model used to create our vehicular network is shown in Figure 1 with a zoomed
view of the origin.
III. RELAYING SCHEME - (SECTION IV IN MANUSCRIPT)
We study the scenario when the typical vehicle vtyp is not directly covered by its nearest RSU, hence
its signal is relayed through another vehicle vrel1 found at distance r1, which we denote as Scenario B.
In Figure 2, we show an example of this scenario.
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Fig. 2: Typical vehicle covered by RSU through a relaying vehicle at distance r1.
3For this scenario to be successful, vtyp must be covered by vrel1 given that it is not already covered
directly by the serving RSU (its own nearest RSU), and vrel1 must be covered by its nearest RSU. The two
constraints that render the one-hop relaying scheme useful, are listed below and are shown in Figure 2:
• rb1 > r1: will be accomplished by imposing a lower bound on the variable distance rb1.
• r0 < rb1: will be accomplished by imposing an upper bound on the variable distance r0.
A. Summary of the Approach
We define the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) at the relaying vehicle when it is served
by its nearest RSU and the SINR at the typical vehicle when it is served by the relaying vehicle from
distance r1. We formulate the probability of coverage for the typical vehicle through one-hop relaying.
The formula for this coverage uses the joint Laplace Transform (LT) of interference, which are defined
in Lemma 1 in the manuscript and appear naturally in the expression of the coverage because of the
dependence of the SINR condition for the typical vehicle before and after relaying, where the typical
vehicle will get its signal relayed only when it cannot be directly covered by its nearest RSU. Hence, by
using Bayes rule, the joint LT expressions appear.
B. Details of Deriving the Probability of Coverage through One-hop Relaying
The probability p
B,rel1
c for a typical vehicle vtyp to be covered by an RSU through one-hop relaying is
equivalent to the probability that its SINR, received from a relaying vehicle at distance r1, is greater than
an SINR threshold T ; this means that SINRB(r1) > T , given that this vtyp is not directly covered by the
nearest RSU, i.e., SINRA(rb1) < T . Moreover, the relaying vehicle should be covered by its own nearest
RSU, i.e., SINRrel(r0) > T . Hence we can write the following
pB,rel1c = P [SINRB(r1) > T |SINRA(rb1) < T ]× P [SINRrel(r0) > T ] (1)
By using Bayes rule for the first term, we express Equation (41) in the manuscript, by writing:
pB,rel1c =
P [SINRB(r1) > T, SINRA(rb1) < T ]
P [SINRA(rb1) < T ]
× P [SINRrel(r0) > T ]
=
ξ1(r1)
ξ3(r1)
× ξ2(r1) (2)
Now, we describe how the three elements of Equation (2) are derived. We can therefore think of this
section as a detailed version of Appendix C in the manuscript.
Since the small-scale fading experienced by the signal powers is Rayleigh fading, the fading power is
exponentially distributed. Hence, we can write the first term ξ1(r1) as follows [7, Appendix A]
ξ1(r1) = Erb1
[
e
(
−
µTr
η
1
N
ν
−µ
κTr
η
1
ν
Iru−µTr
η
1
Ivt
)(
1−
(
pAc1 (rb1, s7, s8) +
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
pAc2 (rb1, s7, s8, yn) dyn
))]
= Erb1
[
e
(
−
µTr
η
1
N
ν
)
LIru (s5)LIvt (s6)
(
1−
(
pAc1 (rb1, s7, s8) +
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
pAc2 (rb1, s7, s8, yn) dyn
))]
where s5 =
κµTr
η
1
ν
, s6 = µTr
η
1 , s7 = µTr
η
b1, and s8 =
νµTr
η
b1
κ
. Hence
ξ1(r1) =
Erb1
[
e
(
−
µTr
η
1
N
ν
)
LIru (s5)LIvt (s6)− p
AB
c1 (rb1, s7, s5, s8, s6)−
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
pABc2 (rb1, s7, s5, s8, s6, yn) dyn
]
4=
[
e
(
−
µTr
η
1
N
ν
)
LIru (s5)LIvt (s6)−
∫ ∞
r1
pABc1 (rb1, s7, s5, s8, s6) fR(rb1|ε0) drb1
−
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
m(yn)
pABc2 (rb1, s7, s5, s8, s6, yn) fR(rb1|εn, yn) drb1 dyn
]
(3)
As can be seen this term involves expectation over the variable rb1 with the known Probability Density
Functions (PDFs) fR(rb1|ε0) and fR(rb1|εn, yn). Also, we have
pABc1 (rb1, s5, s7, s6, s8) =P [ε0] e
(
−µTN
(
r
η
1
ν
+
r
η
b1
κ
))
L{I0,I0} ({s5, s7}|ε0)L{I3,I3} ({s5, s7}|ε0)
× L{I4,I4} ({s5, s7}|ε0)L{Ivt,Ivt} ({s6, s8}) (4)
pABc2 (rb1, s5, s7, s6, s8, yn) = P [εn|Yn] e
(
−µTN
(
r
η
1
ν
+
r
η
b1
κ
))
L{I0,I0} ({s5, s7}|εn, yn)L{I1,I1} ({s5, s7}|εn, yn)
× L{I2,I2} ({s5, s7}|εn, yn)L{I3,I3} ({s5, s7}|εn, yn)L{I4,I4} ({s5, s7}|εn, yn)L{Ivt,Ivt} ({s6, s8}) fYn(yn)
(5)
The L{Ix,Iy} ({s5, s7}) are the joint Laplace Transform (LT) terms of Ix and Iy evaluated at (s5, s7) and
will be discussed later. These expressions appear in the coverage because of the dependence of the SINR
condition for the typical vehicle before and after relaying, where the typical vehicle will get its signal
relaying only when it cannot be directly covered by its nearest RSU.
The second term ξ2(r1) can be derived as follows.
ξ2(r1) = Er0,rb1
[
pAc1 (r0, s3, s4) +
∞∑
n=1
∫ rb1
0
pAc2 (r0, s3, s4, yq) dyq
]
(6)
When applying the expectation over the distances r0 and rb1, equation (6) can be divided into four cases:
• Case 1: Both the relaying and the typical vehicles have their nearest RSU on the same road.
• Case 2: The relaying vehicle has its nearest RSU on the same road, and the typical vehicle has its
nearest RSU on the nth nearest road.
• Case 3: The relaying vehicle has its nearest RSU on the nth nearest road, and the typical vehicle has
its nearest RSU on the same road.
• Case 4: The relaying vehicle has its nearest RSU on the nth nearest road, and the typical vehicle has
its nearest RSU on the qth nearest road.
We can account for these cases using the following.
ξ2(r1) =
Erb1
[[∫ rb1
0
pAc1 (r0, s3, s4) fR(r0|ε0) dr0
]
+
[
∞∑
n=1
∫ rb1
0
∫ rb1
yq
pAc2 (r0, s3, s4, yq) fR(r0|εq, yq) dr0 dyq
]]
=
[∫ ∞
r1
(∫ rb1
0
pAc1 (r0, s3, s4) fR(r0|ε0) dr0
)
P [ε0] fR(rb1|ε0) drb1︸ ︷︷ ︸
case 1
+
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
m(yn)
(∫ rb1
0
pAc1 (r0, s3, s4) fR(r0|ε0) dr0
)
P [εn|Yn] fR(rb1|εn, yn)fYn(yn) drb1 dyn︸ ︷︷ ︸
case 2
]
+
[∫ ∞
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∫ rb1
0
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yq
pAc2 (r0, s3, s4, yq) fR(r0|εq, yq) dr0 dyq
)
P [ε0] fR(rb1|ε0) drb1︸ ︷︷ ︸
case 3
5+
∞∑
q=1
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
m(yn)
( ∞∑
n=1
∫ rb1
0
∫ rb1
yq
pAc2 (r0, s3, s4, yq) fR(r0|εq, yq) dr0 dyq
)
P [εn|Yn]︸ ︷︷ ︸
case 4
×fR(rb1|εn, yn)fYn(yn) drb1 dyn︸ ︷︷ ︸
case 4 (continued)
]
(7)
where m(yn) = max{r1, yn} is the maximum of r1 and yn. The expressions for p
A
c1, p
A
c2, P [ε0], P [εn|Yn]
fYn(yn) are found in the manuscript. Also, more discussion is found at the end of Appendix C and in
Theorem 1.
As for ξ3(r1), it is the same probability of outage derived in Scenario A (direct connection to the nearest
RSU from the concerned vehicle).
ξ3(r1) = 1−
[∫ ∞
r1
pAc1 (rb1, s7, s8) fR(rb1|ε0) drb1 +
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
m(yn)
pAc2 (rb1, s7, s8, yn) fR(rb1|εn, yn) drb1 dyn
]
(8)
Now, regarding the joint Laplace transforms (LTs) for the interference found in the equations (4) and (5)
(Lemma 1, equations (32)-(38) in the manuscript) and which depend on the distance rb1, there are many
works in the literature that show how these LTs can be derived, e.g., [7] and [8].
For the case of L{I0,I0} ({s5, s7}|ε0), it is derived as follows
L{I0,I0} ({s5, s7}|ε0) = Eg,g′,Φru0

exp

−s5 ∑
j∈Φru0
g′0,jR
−η
0,j − s7
∑
j∈Φru0\b(o,rb1)
g0,jR
−η
0,j




= Eg,g′,Φru0

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j∈Φru0\b(o,rb1)
exp
(
−s7g0,jR
−η
0,j
) ∏
j∈Φru0
exp
(
−s5g
′
0,jR
−η
0,j
)
= EΦru0

 ∏
j∈Φru0\b(o,rb1)
µ
µ+ s7R
−η
j
∏
j∈Φru0
µ
µ+ s5R
−η
j

 (a)= exp
[
− 2λru
∫ ∞
rb1
(
1−
µ
µ+ s7x−η
µ
µ+ s5x−η
)
dx
]
(9)
where rb1 > r1 and (a) follow from the Probability Generating Functional (PGFL) of the 1D PPP [4].
The interference from Φru0 is when the relaying vehicle is transmitting to vtyp, while the interference
from Φru0\b(o, rb1) is when the nearest RSU (w.r.t. to vtyp) would be transmitting to vtyp. Additionally,
although the term that contains s5 does not contain an exclusion region for the interference (because when
the relaying vehicle is sending the data to vtyp, all RSUs can be an interfering source), we do not add
additional terms for the PGFL integral, i.e., exp
[
−2λru
(∫∞
rb1
(
1− µ
µ+s7x−η
µ
µ+s5x−η
)
dx+B
)]
, because
by definition we already know that the interfering RSUs are further than distance rb1, and they are already
included in the integral.
For the other LTs we follow the same derivations done in [9, Lemma 12, 13, 14 and 15], which use the
main properties of the 1D PPP and the PLP [4] and include conditioning on the serving distance rb1, the
distance yn from the typical vehicle to the roads, and the event ǫn. These derivations are however done
with replacing the terms s1
µ(x2+y2)
η
2 +s1
in the LTs from Scenario A in the manuscript by
ζ2 (x, yn, s5, s7) = 1−
µ
µ+ s5 (x2 + yn2)
−η
2
(
µ
µ+ s7 (x2 + yn2)
−η
2
)
(10)
The readers can refer to [9] for the detailed derivations mentioned above.
6C. Final Notes
We do not impose on the nearest RSU to be the same for the typical vehicle vtyp and for the relaying
vehicle vrel, thus making r0 and rb1 independent. Note that by using the properties of the homogeneous
Poisson process, the numbers of points N in two disjoint regions R1 and R2 are independent [4], and we
can directly relate the number of points found in a region to the serving distance through the relation
P(dist(u,Φ) ≤ r) = P(N(b(u, r)) > 0) (11)
where dist(u,Φ) , min{x ∈ Φ : ‖x− u‖}, with u ∈ R2, is the distance from point u to the nearest point
in the Poisson process Φ, and N(b(u, r)) is the number of points in the circular region of center u and
radius r.
If the nearest RSU to vtyp cannot provide the coverage condition, then vtyp may get its signal relayed via
another vehicle vrel that is covered by its corresponding nearest RSU. Hence, it follows that the conditions
for the distances r0 and rb1 may be from different RSUs. As a result, we can apply the expectations over
these distances independently, again, because we do not require that the nearest RSU to the two vehicles to
be the same. Our postulation makes the system more flexible and the analysis more tractable as compared
to a condition that states that the serving and nearest-to-relay RSUs should be the same. By more flexible
we mean that with our design choice, we enable another RSU to send the typical vehicle the intended
message. This is a valid argument since the RSUs are considered to be connected, and moreover, via high
capacity backhaul links, as stated in several works, like [3]. Hence if the serving RSU cannot deliver
the message to vtyp, it can forward it via the backhaul link to the nearest RSU to vrel that can relay the
message to the vtyp. Not to mention the caching capabilities at the RSUs for the vehicles data, and the fact
that data generated by some common services, like map-updates, is likely to be available on all RSUs.
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